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Holzapfel and Wells: Photographs of Jerusalem, 1903

photographs of jerusalem 1903
richard neitzel holzapfel and thomas R wells

just before the dramatic changes of the last century engulfed
palestine salt lake city photographer charles ellis johnson 1857 1926
found himself in jerusalem while not the first latter day saint to visit the
old city of jerusalem johnson was the earliest mormon professional photographer
to capture views of the city and its inhabitants and thus freeze a
to
unique peaceful moment in time 1
because of religious prohibitions against making graven images there
were few jewish or muslim photographers in the country when johnson
visited the region he was therefore among a select group of europeans
and north americans to have preserved on paper and glass the people and
places in the holy land before the ottoman empire lost its hold on
jerusalem in 1917 2
johnsons
johnson s vast glass plate negative collection documents the street life of
jerusalem including poor people shopkeepers religious pilgrims and a host
of other people who lived and worked in the holy city additionally johnson captures in a series of stunning photographs the impressive ottoman
turkish walls and gates that define the old city of jerusalem even today

in

1903

historical context of the photographs
johnson began his photographic career in salt lake city in time to
document the completion of the salt lake temple in the early espos
ispos for
189os
the next twentyfive
twenty five years he was one of the most productive mormon
photographers in utah 3 in 1897 a mysterious woman from palestine burst
on the scene in salt lake city delivering a series of spellbinding lectures on
palestine and the life of christ madame lydia mary olive von finkelstein
mamreov mountford captured even the attention of church president
wilford woodruff 1 I took my family to the theater to listen to another
jerrusalern
jerrusalem
rusalem sic her lectures are the
lecture of mrs lydia mumford on Jer
most interesting of any 1I attended on the holy land and upon all that was
034
114
4
spoken by the savior 334
in that same year mountford and johnson met beginning an association that lasted until her death in 1917 she returned to utah in 1903 to
enlist johnson s help in preparing a photographic exhibit on the holy land
for the 1904 st louis worlds fair with contract in hand johnson traveled
to palestine with his patron producing some two thousand images of
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boz kidron valley east
i detail from a stereo view taken in 1903 from the wadi joz
of the old city of jerusalem this detail highlights the eastern retaining wall of the
haram al sharif noble sanctuary and the golden gate the golden gate is comtabba
posed of two separate and distinct gates visible here as two arches bab al tawba
gate of repentance and bab al rahma gate of mercy and has been bricked up for
FIG

nearly half a millennium the gate remains sealed today and has acquired a profound
messianic significance even among some muslims who hold that jesus will reenter
the city by this gate at the beginning of the day of judgment the olive groves below the
gate on the western valley have been overtaken in the past century by the expansion of
euis
beis
bels johnson collection L tom perry special
muslim cemeteries courtesy charles ellis
collections harold B lee library brigham young university hereafter cited as johnson collection
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jerusalem and its environs in a variety of formats including roll film
61 by 812 inch field cameras which were portable enough
kodaks and 612
3355
115
315
and fast enough to shoot hand held without a tripod5
tripoda
the glass plate
tripod
negative collection consists of plates measuring 7 x 5 see figs 1i 2 and
812 x 612
612 see figs 334
4
some of the most impressive views in johnsons vast collection are of
the old citys
cites walls and gates left in ruins since 1219 the walls and gates
were reconstructed between 1536 and 1540 by sultan suleiman bin selim
the lawgiver 1494 1566 these ottoman turkish walls and gates were
constructed on the medieval foundations themselves erected on the ruins
of walls dating from the roman period archaeologists have discovered
that the ottoman turkish builders made use of whatever building materials came to hand from the hewn stone of herods
hernds day to the ordinary
yog
336
6
rocks and stones used in earlier periods 116
additionally suleiman rebuilt
the ancient gates and apparently resealed the famous golden gate at this
time see figs 1i 2 one historian notes architecturally the restoration
of the walls and gates of jerusalem by suleiman the magnificent is considered a major feat since there are not many places where the turks built
fortifications of this kind and took pains to embellish them with all manner
0177
117
of adornments 317
most of the walls stand between thirty nine and forty six feet high and
are more than five thousand yards long with eight gates when johnson
arrived in jerusalem in 1903 the walls and gates remained much as they
had been for nearly four centuries while today a tourist sees the same
gates and walls the whole context of jerusalem has dramatically shifted
amidst the complexities of modernity and the upheavals that have washed
across the region like a political and social deluge
perhaps more important than the architecture of 1903 jerusalem are its
people and johnson demonstrates his artistic skill as well as any other photo
tographer of his day by recording hundreds of images of daily life in
jerusalem at the turn of the century see figs 5 9 his timing in this regard
was also crucial he photographed the faces of jerusalem at a time when its
demographics were undergoing dramatic change although jerusalem had
remained almost entirely muslim for centuries fifty years before johnson
arrived the jewish presence began to increase dramatically in 1903 the
majority were muslims but there was a significant presence of christians
and a much smaller group of european and sephardic jews in the region
at a time when the population of all of palestine was about five hundred
thousand jerusalem had grown from a little more than fifteen thousand in
1844 to nearly seventy four thousand just a few years after johnson walked
the streets of the old city 8
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detail from a stereo view taken in 1903 looking south from a muslim cemetery
northeast of the old city stereo views were formed of two slightly different images placed
side by side johnsons stereo camera had two lenses side by side so that the two exposures
were made simultaneously vaen
when seen through a stereoscope a stereo view provides a
sense of three dimensions similar to the way our two eyes give us depth perception
this detail highlights the golden gate double gate to the left the dome of the
rock the large domed building in the center and a major section of the eastern wall
of the haram al sharif the smaller dome of the al atsa mosque can be seen between
the golden gate and the dome of the rock the al aqsa
aasa mosque has been the major
regional mosque in palestine for thirteen hundred years it and the dome of the rock
are part of the haram al sharif which is considered the third most holy site in islam
courtesy johnson collection
FIG 2

written sources substantiate johnsons view of the daily life of the local
people at the turn of the century while certainly as with all photographers johnson selected his subjects carefully and therefore in a sense
edited his experiences in the holy land he nevertheless provided enough
images to reveal the texture of life there in 1903 As johnsons photographs
show the vast majority of people living in palestine at the time were poor
in the towns and cities open sewers ran through unpaved garbage strewn
streets in the villages women still drew water from wells as they had in
biblical times bread was baked at home in outdoor ovens from flour
milled by hand the gates of the walled cities including jerusalem were
locked from sundown to sunrise for protection
while palestine had been a remote and almost forgotten region of
the ottoman empire during most of the nineteenth century it stood on the
verge of modernization A rail line had been completed from the port city
of jaffa on the mediterranean to jerusalem just a few years earlier in 1892
providing a much needed stimulus to the local economy it was during this
crucial transitional period in jerusalem s history that johnson documented
the daily life of the people and the places of old jerusalem
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taken in 1903 of bab al nabi daoud gate of the prophet david commonly called bab daoud davids gate but also known to many tourists today as zion
gate like the jaffa gate and the lion gate this gate has an L shaped corridor just
inside the gate formed by a brick wall that runs parallel to the main wall and opens to
the south this design forced invaders to make ninety degree turns which slowed them
as they went through the gate the L shaped walls around the gate also prevented
invaders from using battering rams because they could not get a ram past the inner
wall defenders were in position to shoot arrows through slits in the gate for those
who have visited jerusalem recently this photograph preserves a view of the gate before
modern armed conflict left it riddled with marks of shells dating from 1948 courtesy
johnson collection
FIG 3 A view
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provenance of the photographs

johnson left utah for san jose california in 1917 and took with him
his important negative collection including his views of palestine follow1926 his nephew william J fox transferred
ing his death on february 21
211926
the bulk of johnson s glass plate collection to his home in southern california there they survived the ravages of time several moves and at least
one fire following fox s death his brother david fox obtained the col
lection and in 1975 donated it to brigham young university for permanent
preservation here they remain basically unknown 9

conclusion
while the organizers of the 1904 st louis worlds fair eventually
reneged
renewed on the contract and charles ellis johnsons works were never published johnson preserved a slice of time when the ottomans still ruled
jerusalem 1517 1917 a time when the eternal city was a peaceful dwelling
place for muslims christians and jews these photographs provide a
unique perspective of the city just prior to its witnessing monumental
changes in the political and social landscape of the region johnson seems
to have intuitively known what thomas G appleton noted some thirty
years earlier As historic landscape palestine is full of those suggestive
sites those eloquent battlefields and homes of kings and prophets which
do not need the help of mere beauty to give them interest 10

holzapfel
byu edu is the photographic editor of BYU
richard neitzel holzapfel holzapfelbyuedu
holzapfelbyu
studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young
weils
welis
byu
edu is associate photographic editor of
byuedu
university thomas R wells tom wells
wellsbyu
BYU studies and photoarchivist
Photo archivist of the L tom perry special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university
1 A number of church members leaders and missionaries including orson
eilza R snow 1873 visited palestine before john
ellza
hyde 1841 george A smith and eliza
son arrived in 1903 see david B galbraith D kelly ogden and andrew C skinner
jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 332 47
2 see yeshayahu nir the bible and the image the history of photography in
in the
holy land 1839 1899 philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1985
cormons the west
in glass the mormons
3 see nelson B wadsworth set in
in stone fixed in
and their photographers salt lake city signature books 1996 1i 11
4 wilford woodruff wilford woodruff s journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott
vols midvale utah signature books 1985 446 february 81897
G kenney 7 VOIS
5 wadsworth set in stone 305
jerusalem
carta
6 dan bahat carto
rusalem jerusalem carta 1986 64
carlo s historical atlas offerusalem
carla
of
orfe
offe
7 bahat cartas historical atlas 66
8 see nachum tim gidal jerusalem in 3000 years koin
k61n
koln germany konemann
coln
1995 42
199542
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wadsworth provided a small sampling of johnsons holy land work in set in
stone 270 317 later the BYU studies staff provided two examples from the collection
in the holy land A premodern photo tour BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98 85 86
10 thomas G appleton syrian sunshine boston roberts brothers 1877
lo
9

165 66

FIG 4 A view taken in 1903 southwest of the old city looking north this view highjaffa gate and the citadel with its
lights a section of the western wall including the jammi
mosque s minaret towering over the wall this minaret is one of the best known symbols of the city johnson wrote on the original glass plate negative first view of

probably an indication that this was the first photograph he took of the old
city the jaffa gate was built in 1538 and faces onto the road to hebron the arabs
therefore call it bab al khalil gate of the friend referring to abraham friend of god
who was buried in hebron it received its popular name jaffa gate during the nineteenth century because it opens onto the road to the coastal city of jaffa the road
pictured here is still used today for travel southward toward bethlehem courtesy
johnson collection
jerusalem

photographs continue on following pages
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portrait of an elderly gentleman and a young boy taken in 1903 the damage seen
on the edges is a result of improper storage of the original glass plate negative before
brigham young university acquired the collection exposure to water caused the emulsion of the glass plate negative to flake nevertheless this highly artistic photograph
shows johnson at his best in making timeless portraits courtesy johnson collection
FIG 5
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detail from a stereo view taken in 1903 here johnson captures a slice of life
showing a young arab boy having his hair cut by a man possibly his father while
another young boy watches courtesy johnson collection
FIG 6
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detail from a stereo view taken in
m 1903 somewhere in the old city johnson captures a fez maker standing in
m front of his shop details in this image show
a variety of elements of the typical life of a shopkeeper and those who sold their
goods along the byways of the old city the fez maker has his hands on one of the
metal molds used to form a fez courtesy johnson collection A fez is a cone
shaped red hat the fez maker himself has one on commonly worn by men in the
ottoman empire before 1923
FIG 8
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FIG 9 stereo view of street life in the

old city taken in 1903 this composition created

by the play of light and shadow and by using the archway as a frame shows johnson s
skill not just as a photographic technician and photo journalist but also as a photographic artist courtesy johnson collection
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